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This painting of a whimbrell was on exhibit at a
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at the Telfair Academy in Savannah. ( Painting by
Gilbert Maggioni. )
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"fd prefer seeing a young couple living in sin to
getting married on a Saturday afternoon in bird season,
that is if I have to go to the wedding."
The above statement was made by a bird hunter of
my acquaintance while :fighting a losing battle with
his wife over whether his attendance was necessary at
the upcoming wedding of one of his wife's nieces. He
knew all the time he'd have to go, although with stuckout lips and sour appearance, and he later got his revenge by remarking in a voice that carried over several
pews that the bride was ''kind of skinny."
This individual is strictly a bird hunter. He'll get
no more excited over a big buck busting the bushes
ahead of a bawling bunch of bugle-mouthed hounds
than he does over a placid cow chewing her cud in
the shade of the old apple tree. A drove of doves dipping and dodging down a millet field leaves him
fairly cold. He can remain almost calm while a wary
flock of mallards circles his decoys, just out of rangeand he even claims not to be affected by goose music.
But quail are something else, as are quail hunters,
so let's take a typical example of the latter. After
spending the spring and early summer lying about the
exploits of his dogs and his remarkable marksmanship
during the season just passed, he'll start :fidgetting with
the approach of fall. If the weather's dry, he'll start
worrying over woods fires that might destroy the cover
and send the coveys down into the swamp. If there are
hard rains, he'll worry that the young birds may get
pneumonia, or late hatches be drowned. He'll worry
over whether Old Sport will hold up for another season
and whether the young dogs will be dependable.
He sleeps little Thanksgiving Eve and is on the
hunting grounds by sunrise, although he well knows
there's no use starting hunting until the birds have had
a chance to move around and leave a little scent. About
9:30 Old Sport nails a covey nicely-and one of the
young dogs busts it, a stream of shot going fruitlessly
after the birds and a stream of profanity after the dog
that is now chasing the birds.
After this, both he and the dogs settle down for the
rest of the day and that night he lies mightily about the
bird-finding ability and staunchness of his dogs, while
cutting down the number of times he fired by about 50
per cent.
Another season is under way with his wife resigned
to the knowledge that it will be slightly over three
months before he's back to normal, or as normal as a
bird hunter ever becomes. E.F.
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This drake summer · duck shows why he carries the scientific name of ' 1 Aix sponsa, •, a combination of Greek

and Latin words meaning "Waterfowl in wedding dress."

(Leonard Lee Rue Ill photograph.)

Summer Duck America's
Most Beautiful Waterfowl

•

Long, long ago, about the time I
was getting too old for sandlot football and not old enough for girls, a
friend and I used to catch the eastbound Coastline on Friday afternoons
in the fall and ride it the 20-odd miles
over to Acton, a little flag-stop the
other side of Eastover. We'd stay with
the Walter Greens and hunt all over
their land, as well as that of Kensington, the beautiful old Singleton place,
then the home of the Robert Hamers.
There ·we'd spend all Saturday tramping the field and hedger~ws after
rabbits, doves-and I must admit
meadow larks-and occasionally we'd
even kill a quail. Sometimes we'd
walk the railroad track down to the
Wateree, cross the long trestle and
hunt rabbits on the flats and squirrels
along the timbered river bank of
the Sumter County side of the swamp.
I well remember one day when I
heard Charlie shoot on the other side
of a briar patch and then yell, "I got
him. I got a partridge." ( Not until
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some years later did we learn to call
them quail. ) I hurried around, consumed with envy, to see Charlie
sheepishly pick up the shot-torn remains of a brown thrasher, and to my
charge that he'd shot it on the ground
he maintained that, "It got up just
like a partridge."
It was an understandable claim for
there was more rivalry than ethics in
our hunting competition, which was
also marked by considerable lying,
total lack of sportsmanship and much
claiming of game.
I find that I have wandered off
into reminiscence, which usually happens when I start recalling the way
things used to be, so I'll get along
with this article and my first experience with the summer duck, the most
beautiful fowl in America.
Charlie and myself were up at
dawn one brisk morning in the early
20's doing a little pre-breakfast hunting before taking off for a day afield.
Suddenly two speeding forms flew

by out of the morning mist. I threw
up the little Foxx 20 and one of
them came tumbling down, the most
beautiful bird I'd ever seen and also
my first duck. Neither of us knew
what kind it was but Mr. Green identified it as "one of those five hundred
dollar ducks."
I was properly flattered at having
killed such a valuable duck, at least
until I realized that the $500 referred
to the fine for killing a wood duck,
or summer duck as it's known in
South Carolina. Indiscriminate and
out-of-season shooting had so reduced
the summer duck ranks in the early
part of the century that a closed season and the stiff penalty had been imposed by the federal government in
1918, remaining in effect until 1941.
Terrified as I was, I overcame the
temptation to sneak the duck out
and bury it before a posse of federal
wardens appeared to drag me off to
prison, and instead picked · it clean
of identifying feathers and even cut
off the head and feet. I then wrapped
it carefully in newspaper and when
we flagged the train for Columbia that
night the duck's carcass was tucked
away in the back of my shirt. I've
killed plenty of ducks since then but
none that I remember as clearly as
that drake of that long ago morning.
It's been eight or ten years since
I've shot a summer duck, except for
one or two that have flashed by the
corner of my vision in a duck blind
and drawn a shot before I had a
chance to identify them. They're just
too pretty to shoot, at least for me.
So colorful is the drake that it well
deserves its technical name of Aix
sponsa, a combination of Greek and
Latin words meaning "waterfowl in
wedding dress." If you've ever seen
a summer duck drake close up, you
already know how beautiful he is,
and if you haven't you wouldn't believe my descriptive efforts; so I'll
merely state that he is an unbelievable combination of metallic greens
and iridescent bronzes, brilliant purples, whites and blacks and shadings
of chestnut and buff.
SoUTH ·CAROLINA WILDLIFE

All these boxes at a pond near Columb ia were used by nesting summer ducks
during the past year. Although all of them will attract summer ducks, we prufer
the one on the right with its metal guard that discourages climbing coons and

The hen is much less brilliantly
colored but can be distinguished by
the teardrop-shaped white patch
around the eye. Both have head crests,
that of the drake more distinctive.
They're fairly easy to distinguish in
Hight, ·carrying the head high and
bill pointed downward, and with both
sexes having a high proportion of
white on the underside.
When alarmed they give a call that
sounds like a whistling ''hoo eek, hoo
eek," and like all ducks have some
conversational chatter while feeding.
They generally spend the night on
little ponds and leave early for their
feeding grounds in the swamps. This
habit formerly led to great slaughter
as gunners would, and still do to some
extent, station themselves on the Hight
path. An even more destructive practice was shooting the roosts, which
led to many ducks being crippled and
not recovered or lost in the darkness.
Some summer ducks are year-round
residents while others go north for
the breeding seasons and I am writing
only about the ducks that stay with
us through the year-although they
can't be distinguished from the transients during the shooting season.
They use trees much more than
most ducks, not only nesting in the
hollows but also lighting on and walking along large limbs. They always
nest in hollow trees, except for those

snakes. The nesting box on the left had its clutch of eggs destroyed by jaybirds
while the center box was taken over by a family of flying squirrels.

that have taken up nesting in manmade boxes, two kinds of which are
shown above, both installed on a
pond near Columbia.
The wooden box nailed to the tree
was used one year by summer ducks
but the following year was taken over
by a pair of screech owls, and since
then has been home to a family of
Hying squirrels.
The circular nesting box of corrugated cardboard was manufactured
by Sonoco Products of Hartsville as
an experiment. I consider it the best
nesting box I've ever seen but the
demand was not great enough to make
their manufacture worthwhile and
they've been discontinued. This particular nest has been in use for two
years, a pair of ducks taking it over
within two days after it was · first
erected. The pipe, which screws into
the bottom, makes it safe from snakes
and some other climbing predators,
although last spring some feathered
predator-probably one of the numerous species of woodpeckers or a blue
jay_:_destroyed the first clutch of eggs.
Coons can also climb up this pipe.
The best nesting box of all is shown
at right, the metal guard around
the pole keeping out all climbing
predators. This metal guard, along
with the Sonoco box, make for ·the
sofest box. ·

With the continuing shortage of
suitable nesting trees, interested per- •
sons can do much for the ducks by
erecting nesting boxes, particularly
with predator-proof metal guards.
They· should be erected near or over
the water, but not w:here they can be
disturbed by curious anglers or boaters. Although the ducks may nest in
natural cavities 50 or 60 feet up, the
nesting boxes may be nailed to trees
only ten or twelve feet up, even
lower over water.
The eggs hatch out in 28-30 days
and •the ducklings must then climb
up to the entrance, in which they're
helped by sharp claws. There are
several ways in which they reach the
ground, the most common being by
just jumping out, their almost weightless little bodies and extended wings
allowing them to light without injury,
even from highup holes. Occasionally
they're brought down one by one
in their mother's bill and some observers have reported their being
brought down on their mother's back.
· Nesting in South Carolina usually
starts late in March, although in midJune last summer I saw a brood that
had just hatched out, and other observers . have seen broods as late as
August. These were probably 'the result of earlier clutches being desb·oyed
by predators and the ducks renesting.
··

(Coritin;ed on Page 7)
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This harmless looking little fellow is rated as a highly undesirable fish for the southern United States.
Already established in parts of southern Florida, this pugnacious and prolific walking catfish is a threat
to more desirable species. Using its pectoral fins as legs, it can travel considerable distances overland.
It is doubtful that this fish could become established in South Carolina, except possibly in the extreme
southern portion. (Photo by Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Comm ission .)

Southern Biologists Worried
By Walking Catfish Threat

•

AUSTIN TEXAS-There have been electric eel and the piranha, which
several well documented disasters are potentially harmful to human and
where man has imported animals not animal life.
native to an area and suffered for it
Despite this, Clarias has still found
many times over.
his way within Texas borders. Some
It would seem that with such a poor pet store owners now facing trial
record with these transplants, man were either ignorant of the prohibiwould learn his lesson, but indica- tion or have ignored it.
tions are that he hasn't.
Whatever the case, fisheries bioloTexans face at least two threats of
gists fear that somehow these ilJicit
this nature. One is from the walking
:fish wi1l :find their way into public
catfish, Clarias. Another is from a
waters and start to take over.
little rodent called the gerbil.
Clarias is pugnacious and preAlthough the subject of the walking
dacious.
He may be praline, although
catfish has been treated with various
this
is
not
a certainty. He has no nadegrees of humor, wildlife and fishtural
enemies,
since he is not "natural"
eries biologists aren't laughing. Rehimself.
Where
the balancing interports from Florida, where Clarias has
relationship
has
evolved
among native
gotten a good start, are far from
:fish
in
Florida,
this
tedious
process
funny.
has
not had time in the case of the
The walking catfish, imported by
walking
cat:6sh.
tropical fish fanciers from Southern
Nor
do
the heretofore "axioms" of
Asia, could well be on his way to tak:fish
management
seem to apply to
ing over Florida's waters, threatening
Clarias.
Rotenone
treatment
of a lake
to replace the native game fish there.
Importation of Clarias into Texas is with a high percentage of undesirable
prohibited except by permit from the :fish, followed by restocking, has been
executive director of the Texas Parks the standard procedure.
and Wildlife Department. It has been
But how do you manage a :fish
placed on a list of 23 other exotic which crawls out of poisoned water
:fish, among such undesirables as the on to the bank and "walks" to fresh
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water? Florida biologists say you
don't manage them at all.
And Clarias does walk. By wriggling and gaining traction with its
pectoral :fins, the walking cat:6sh can
travel a considerable distance. An
especia1ly adapted lung helps it stay
out of water for long periods.
One of these cat:6sh in Florida was
found out for a stro11 one-half mile
from the nearest water.
Although walking cat:6sh are extremely voracious, it still may be too
much to hope that they will crawl out
on dry land and take care of another
exotic threat-gerbils.
The bad thing about gerbils is that
they are cute and cuddly, easy to
maintain, and make excellent pets.
While they were used only for laboratory animals in the 1950's there was
little likelihood that they could escape
into the wild and cause a problem.
But as pets that have lost their appeal,
the chance of their naturalization into
this country has increased.
These imports from Mongolia and
Eastern Russia could be more devastating than an atom bomb. Gerbils
in the U. S. are pets, but in Eastern
Russia they are rodents, and as rodents they cause extensive losses to
grain crops, forest land, and pastures
each year. At least one state, New
Mexico, has outlawed their importation, but the surrounding states have
not.
Its not that we haven't had any
warning concerning exotic imports.
We just haven't listened.
For example, if we had paid attention to the lesson of the English sparrow, a seemingly innocuous bird in
the motherland which has grown into
a :first-class pest here, we may never
have made the mistake of the nutria.
Nutria were imported to the southern United States from South America
as a fur animal. In South America
nutria eat water plants. In the U. S.
nutria ate water plants, and when the
water plants were all gone, they ate
(Continued on Page 15)
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Administrative Changes Authorized

•
JAMES W . WEB B

PAT RYAN

CHARLES N . BEARDEN

Several changes have been made in
the administrative setup of the
Wildlife Resources Department, the
changes being made in accordance
with legislation passed at the last
session of the General Assembly authorizing this action by the Wildlife
Resources Commission.
Commission Chairman Clyde A.
Eltzroth announced that James W.
Webb had been made Executive Director of the Department and Pat
Ryan, Director of the Division of
Game and Fresh Water Fisheries,

while Charles N. Bearden had been
appointed Chief, Office of Marine
Conservation, Management and Services. All the appointments were effective as of July 1. Mr. Webb was
formerly Director of the Division of
Game and Mr. Ryan Assistant Director, while Mr. Bearden had been a
marine biologist with the Commercial
Fisheries Division.
Mr. Eltzroth stated, "These changes
are being made in an effort to improve the effectiveness of the Department in its ever expanding job of
managing the fish and wildlife re-

sources of South Carolina for the
people. Better service and greater
recreational opportunities are our
goal and we believe we are making
the first large step in that direction."
Under the new organizational plan,
Mr. Webb will be responsible for all
operations of the Department, both
inland and marine. Mr. Ryan will
guide the sections of inland fisheries,
game, law enforcement and boating.
Mr. Bearden will be chief of the office
of Marine Conservation, Management
and Services.

Some West Virginia Lands Opened To Public
Some 26,000 acres of West Virginia
Pulp and Paper Company's Piedmont
woodlands-e a s i 1 y accessible from
Greenwood, Spartanburg, Columbia
or Greenville-has been opened to
public hunting on a permit-only basis.
Hunting permits for Westvaco's
Lowcountry or Coastal Plain lands
will not be available this season.
William G. Sheppard of Summerville, Westvaco's Southern Woodlands
Manager, said permits and maps of
the Piedmont area involved may be
VoL. 16, No. 4-FALL, 1969

applied for by enclosing $5 in cash
or money order with a self-addressed,
stamped envelope and South Carolina
hunting license number to West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, Timberlands Division, Box 699, Summerville, S. C. 29483. Local, state and
federal laws apply and all hunters are
bound by these laws and regulations.
Westvaco's program includes hunting permit sales to individuals for
specific tracts, leases to organized
hunt clubs, leased sites for semi-per-

manent camps, boat ramps where
public agencies will build and maintain the facilities for the public, and
roadside parks in cooperation with
the S. C. Highway Department. Inquiries about leases also may be directed to Westvaco at Summerville.
Similar activities-also coordinated
with state and federal agencies-are
being carried out in North Carolina,
Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio and
Pennsylvania, Sheppard said.
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Gun Control Laws Will Hurt Wildlife
By JOHN MADSON and ED KOZICKY

Much is being made of the fact that
Americans own more guns than any
other people in the world.
At the same time, no one has
bothered to mention that Americans
also have the world's greatest wildlife
conservation effort-and the wildlife
to prove it.
If the indoor public has bothered
to think about it at all, this appears
to be a contradiction. But the fact is,
millions of us have guns because we
have wildlife, and wildlife because we
have guns. Guns and wildlife are the
Siamese twins of modern resource
management. What happens, then, if
they are separated by political surgery? What would be the effect of
strict gun registration and licensing
laws upon the American program of
wildlife conservation?
Proposed federal gun registration
and licensing will discourage gun
ownership, not b ecause of cost, but
because of the harassment that goes
with it: fingerprinting, photographs,
affidavits from doctors and police officers, frequent renewals of permits,
separate permits for each gun, permits
to buy ammunition, etc., etc.
As guns go, so goes hunting. And
,. as hunting goes, so goes wildlife conservation as we know it.

Most of today's hunters are casual
sportsmen who may hunt only on
opening day or, at most, three or four
days in a season. Come fall, they'd
just as soon be doing something else.
These sometimes hunters, faced with
cumbersome gun registration and
licensing, are likely to say the hell
with it and spend Saturday afternoon
in front of TV.
Strict gun registration and licensing
will eventually drive millions of these
casual players out of the game. This
would mean great losses in hunting
license and fee revenues that are now
earmarked for wildlife restoration.
Since 1939, sportsmen have contributed over $339,000,000 to federal
aid in wildlife restoration through the
famous Pittman-Robertson Program
that is financed by a 11 % federal excise tax on sporting arms and ammunition. In addition, millions of dollars
in federal duck stamp receipts and
state hunting license fees are used to
finance state and federal wildlife conservation programs. No part of these
wildlife programs are paid from any
general tax funds, but are financed
entirely by sportsmen.
Losing these millions in conservation revenue would be bad enough.
But to make matters worse, most of
this money would be lost to areas that

can least afford to lose it-the densely
populated eastern states that need all
the wildlife conservation and public
land they can get.
Conservation leaders take a grim
view of wildlife conservation's future
if law-abiding citizens are unnecessarily discouraged in purchasing, possessing, and transporting guns for
hunting.
Thomas Kimball, Executive Director of the National Wildlife Federation, made a strong statement
about this on June 28 before the Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency
of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
H e said that hunters strongly resent
being placed in a category with
criminals , assassins and anarchists just
because they enjoy hunting as quality
outdoor recreation. Legitimate gun
owners, Kimball explained, have concluded that some legislators and law
enforcement officials want to solve
the crime problem by making guns
inaccessible and, in effect, disarming
the people.
Kimball's hope, and the hope of all
conservation leaders, is that Congress
does not support any approach which
tends to eliminate the American
hunter-and his financial support of
American wildlife conservation.

Commercial Forest Lands Provide Hunting
More than nine out of every ten
acres of commercial forestland owned,
leased, or harvested by major forest
products industries are open to public
hunting without charge, the Wildlife
Management Institute reports.
A survey covering 65,688,333 acres
of commercial forests involving 234
major firms shows that the largest
acreage, 49.2 million, is open without
charge to hunters and there is no
requirement that sportsmen secure a
company permit before going on the
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land. Nearly seven million acres more
also are open for free hunting, but
sportsmen are required to apply for
a company permit.
Commercial forest lands open to
hunting for a fee involve 2.1 million
acres. Another three million acres of
company lands are leased to hunting
clubs, and 163,000 acres may be
hunted by employees of the companies owning the land.
In providing this public recreational opportunity, the companies re-

ported they incurred expenses of
$7,038,850. Vandalism cost the companies $436,070. Unthinking and uncaring individuals caused these losses
by destroying signs, thievery, damaging company equipment, property,
and roads, dumping garbage, and
starting forest fires.
According to survey reports received by the American Forest Institute, 37 commercial forest companies
say they have one or more professional
wildlife managers on their staffs.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

SUMMER DUCK
(Co11tinu.ed from Puge 3)

One thing that has always puzzled
me, and other observers, is the way
a summer duck can approach its nest
at full speed and disappear into the
hole, apparently going so fast that it
should knock its brains out on the
other side. I wish some nature photographer would set up his camera and
record this in slow motion. I have
tried and failed, handholding.
No other duck, except possibly the
teal, is so expert an aerialist, b eing
able to weave and dart through the
trees with unbelievable speed and
dexterity, even long after sundown.
As for its food, it eats nuts , fruits ,
berries, underwater plants, grasses,
bugs, b eetles and spiders. In our low
country swamps it is a great feeder
on the acorns of live oaks and I once
shot a drake that had, as I recall it,

either 72 or 82 acorns in its crop.
The greatest nest predators are
climbing snakes, squirrels, woodpeckers, jays and raccoons, the latter also
killin g many hens when they are
trapped in the nest. After the young
hatch out they're faced by a long list
of enemies, includin g s n a p p i n g
turtles, bass and jackfish, bullfrogs,
crows, herons, hawks, owls and raccoons.
A few springs ago I was fishin g in
a swamp pond, which was also hom e
to a summer duck hen and her brood
of ducklin gs, just changing from their
yellow fu zz. I heard a loud splash
and turn ed around to see the mother
swimming frantically around, herding
her little brood toward shore, and a
spreading circle where a big b ass or
jackfish had taken a duckling.
Last spring, in another Richland
County pond, I saw what must have

been an orphaned brood, the mother
probably the victim of a horned owl
or raccoon. There were five or six
ducklings, evidently several weeks old
as wing fea thers were evident through
the fu zz, and they went "cheep,
cheeping" along the shore, busily
feeding. A few days later I saw only
two and since then have seen none
at all, proving the value of maternal
care.
With loss of suitable habitat and
heavy hunting pressure the future of
the wa terfowl population is not too
bright but for long there should b e
some summer ducks on our ponds and
in our swamps , speeding in to roost
or just fee ding and restin g in areas
where they're not molested . And personally, I can't think of living where •
I couldn't hear a quail whistle or see
a pair of summer ducks speeding b y.
E.F.

Resident License Fees Are Boosted
The resident state-wide hunting
Resident fishing and hunting li- pansion of its hatcheries, creating of
was increased from $4.25 to
license
cense fees were increased by the 1969 a suitable facility for increased
General Assembly, the first increase striped bass and hybrid investiga- $6.25 and th e county license, good
in many years and a move made tions , and increasin g hunter oppor- only in the county of residence, from
necessary by steadily mounting costs tunity through expansion of the man- $1.35 to $3.25.
For th e first time, a combination
agement area program, none of
of operation.
Inflation is felt in th e operation which could b e done without addi- res ident hunting and fishing license
is available at a cos t of $10.25 and
of any agency like the Wildlife Re- tional revenu e.
Salary improvemen ts were also valid from July 1 through June 30
sources Department, just as the
sportsman finds that he is payin g needed to employ and retain quali- of the following year. The purchaser
more and more for his fishing tackle, fi ed conservation officers and man- of a combination license not only
guns and shells. It's just a sad but agement personnel and the license saves a dollar but also has only one
license to add to his already crowded
most true fact that all materials , in creases will provide for this.
The sta te-wide resident fishin g li- wallet. Any person who has purservices and equipment cost more
than they did in the past.
cens e, required of all anglers using chased a fish license for the calendar
The major part of the D epart- manufactured tackle or artificial year 1969 and wishes to buy a comment's income is from the sale of bait, was boosted from $3. 10 to $5.25 bination license will b e credited with
licenses, and although there has b een and the old $1.10 resident license one-half the amount paid for the
a modes t increase in the number of abolished . Cane-pole fi shermen need fishing license.
The fishing licenses are now b ein g
licenses sold it has not been enough not have a fishing license but are reto meet the ever-mounting costs of quired, as in the past, to have $1.10 made available on a fiscal year basis
just carrying on th e year-to-year op- permits for each of th e following (July I-June 30 ) and fish ermen holdlakes: Santee-Cooper, Murray, Green- in g a valid 1969 license may obtain
erations.
, Catawba-Wateree, Clark Hill, a credit of one-half the cost when
wood
Th e D epartment has recognized
the need for improvement and ex- Hartwell and now Keowee-Toxaway. buying a 1969-70 license.
VoL. 16, No. 4-FALL, 1969
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The osprey is definitely_ on the decline, due to the wid espread use of pesticides which accumulate

larger fish that make up his diet.

(P hoto by Leonard Lee Rue Ill.)

Ospreys Are Endangered
By Pesticide Buildup
The osprey, one of our most striking birds, is definitely on the decline
and biologists believe that environmental pollutants are responsible, according to the Fish and Wildlife Serv• ice.
Also known as a "fish hawk," it is
found on all continents, with the
American variety ranging from northwestern . Alaska to southern Chile on
the Pacific coast and from Newfoundland and central Quebec to Argentina
on the Atlantic coast.
A colony near the mouth of the polluted Connecticut River has declined
from 150 to 10 nesting pairs in the
last 14 years. Researchers at the Patuxent Wildlife Research C en t e r
studied osprey nesting success in Connecticut this spring. They believe that
embryos from Connecticut may have
been killed by some pollutant obtained by the adult from its environment and passed on to the eggs. Each
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embryo died as yolk was being drawn
into the body.
R e n ow n e d ornithologist Roger
Tory Peterson predicts that if the
present rate of decline continues, fish
hawks will be gone from Connecticut
by 1971, and he suspects pesticides
may be responsible.
The osprey is vulnerable because it
is at the top of the food chain. Pesticides accumulate as larger fish eat
smaller ones, and ospreys love to dive
toward the water for the largest fish
they see. The prey may contain a
high concentration of poison built up
over time.
The osprey's presence would be
missed along our lake shores and
oceans. This quick-diving bird hunts
for food from a height of 30 to 100
feet. Should a fish be grabbed so that
its tail toward the wind, the osprey
will almost invariably turn the fish
around, seemingly understanding the
principles of wind resistance.

Fish hawks are often victimized by
other birds-some only one tenth its
size. The red-winged blackbird and
common tern are among the small,
but bothersome, tormentors. Eagles
are troublesome, too, forcing them
to drop fish they have caught.
Fish hawks usually nest near water
and are at home on fresh water or by
the sea. Nests usually are constructed
in high trees, but often on rocks and
sometimes on ground.
Nests are used year after year by
the same or different pairs, and grow
larger each season with a wide assortment of sticks and branches and often
paper and debris. They may come to
weigh several hundred pounds and
have been known to reach half a ton.
Into these nests the female usually
lays three eggs. Feeding time involves
both parents, the male searching for
the food and bringing it back to the
female who feeds the young.
Ospreys are diligent parents. The
mother usually feeds her young one
at a time, filling up a single nestling
before going to another. She rapidly
pulls apart bits of fish to offer the
youngsters being fed while the male
either takes up a nearby perch for an
hour or so, or goes right out after
another fish.
---SCWRC---

What was at first believed to be a
new record white bass, has been
identified by biologists of the Wildlife Resources Department as a cross
between a white bass and a striped
bass.
The fish - weighing five pounds,
four ounces - was caught early in
April in Lake Secession by Pat Simpson of Anderson.
Lake Secession, and many other
lakes and rivers of the state, have
been stocked with the hybrids, which
have a very rapid growth. Hybrids
stocked in Clark Hill have reached
four pounds in less than two years.
---SCWRC---

Mink are aggressive hunters with a
special taste for muskrat. Sometimes
they destroy entire colonies of them.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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GILBERT MAGGIONI:
"W,td(e'le C?'leteJt
1

l

Gilbert Maggioni doesn't remember
just when he started carving but it
was evidently at an early age-as one
of his earliest recollections is of closing his knife on a finger, leaving a
scar that he still carries.
But not until a few years ago did
he start carving in earnest, being encouraged by Malcolm Bell, Savannah banker, duck hunter and collector
of decoys. Bell had seen some of
Gilbert's hand-carved decoys-pro-
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duced strictly for his own shootingand realized that such talent should
be further developed.
· Gilbert had been artistically inclined since a child but most of his
efforts had been devoted to paintings
of various species of wildlife and
nature scenes-for examples of some
of his painting see the front and back
covers of this magaine and with this
article. But having become seriously
interested in carving, which inciden-

tally involves much more than mere
carving, he has devoted the major
part of his time to this. One reason
is the Atlantic Flyway Waterfowl and
Bird Carving Exhibit scheduled for
Salisbury, Md., October 18-20, in
which he has been invited to exhibit.
Some of his carvings on these pages
will b e among his entries and right
now he is working on one of his most
ambitious pieces-a peregrine falcon
perched on a piece of driftwood with
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PINTAIL

• the talons of one foot sunk into the
breast of a redhead duck.
He's found that the best wood for
carving is basswood but, since this is
very difficult to get, the bodies of his
carvings are usually of sugar pin e,
a western tree. The basswood, used
for head and wings, can b e secured
in strips up to two inches thick so
it must be laminated before use. The
feet of his ducks are made either of
brass or wood, while the eyes are
secured from a merchant who specializes in these.
It's hard to comprehend the meticulous work that goes into each carving-shaping and painting of each
individual feather and even the lines
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on the feet. The fine painting is done
with jeweler's glasses.
Gilbert has for some years managed
the Ocean, Lake and River Fish
Company Plant at Beaufort, a familyowned operation which specializes in
the harvesting, processing and canning of oysters. Now, however, his
carving and painting consume so
much of his time that he is turning
the operation of the factory over to
someone else to handle. The Maggioni family , which calls Savannah
home, has for 100 years been involved in some form of salt water
commercial fishing or processing but
now the canning operation is about
the only one left.

The carvings call not only for endless patience, a feeling for color and
the artistic touch, but also an eye for
things as they are, the ability to put
life into a painting or carving-a feeling for motion, proportion, color and
a little something more. For instance,
the carving of the black duck leaping
into the air gives a feeling of what is
causing the leap; and a circling mallard must make you think that he is
warily eying the surroundings before
lighting. Gilbert's carvings, and paintings, have this-although made of
wood they're in no way wooden.
The most remarkable thing about
all Gilbert's work, is that he has had
very little or no formal training, ex-
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MALLARD DRAKE

BLACK DUCK

MARSH HEN
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cept for a course in art at the University of South Carolina under the
V-12 program. H ere he met the late
Dr. Havilah Babcock, who encouraged his artistic work.
His paintings are in oil or acryilic.
Although this article is primarily
about his carvings and paintings of
wildlife, Gilbert's interests and talents

are wide. For instance, he also likes
to work with metals, is a collector of
old books and an accomplished musician. And from a couple of meals
I've had with him at his combination
office-living quarters across the marsh
from Beaufort, I'd recommend him as
the fin est cook I've ever had the good
fortune to encounter. For instance, the

two meals I had consisted of wild
goose baked in wines and a delicious
shrimp something-or-other consisting
of piles of creek shrimp and strips
of bacon over rice, preceded by a
most elegant whipped-up salad dressing on crisp lettuce.

E.F .

.

GREENWING TEAL
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Increase In Dove Limit Is Experiment
The announcement that the daily
bag limit on doves has been increased from 12 to 18, with possession limit double the bag limit, has
led some hunters to believe that
there has been a big increase in the
dove population.
Not so, say biologists of the South
Carolina Wildlife Resources Department, who predict a population
somewhere around that of last season. They explain that the increase
in the limit is merely part of a continuing program to test the effect of
regulations upon the dove population, particularly the carryover from

one season to the next.
There have been for some time differences of opinion among biologists,
as well as hunters, as to the effects of
certain regulations-length of season,
hours of shooting, bag limits and
baiting-on dove populations. Therefore, it was agreed that a base of
comparison should be set up, the
base being for three years during
which there were to be no changes
in the regulations, this base period
ending last season. The plan also
calls for changing one regulation at
a time after an experimental operation of a few years. The present in-

creased limit is the first experimental
change, which may be followed by
one of the other parts of the program.
The state will have three seasons
this year-September 13-October 4;
November 17-November 29, and December 12-January 15. Shooting hours
will be, as customary, noon to sunset.
One factor that has influenced
shooting in the early season is the
earlier harvesting of corn down
state, which draws the doves toward
the Low Country from the midland
counties, for a dove prefers corn to
all other foods.

•

15 Shells Fired Per Duck
It's a good thing the range of shotgun noise is limited, judging by a
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
study of public hunts on the Murphree Wildlife Management Area
near Port Arthur.
Technicians estimated 8,563 shots
were fired in bagging 1,355 and crippling 579 other waterfowl during the
last season.
And the 8,402-acre experimental
tract accomodated only a very small
part of the thousands of nimrods who
thundered their way up and down
the co a s t a l waterfowl wintering
grounds.
The calculating scientist estimated
that the 8,563 shots, based on interrogating each hunter as they left the
area, dumped approximately 670
pounds of shot.
One earlier season study had indicated hunters fired 15 times for every
bird bagged that year. The 1966
average was much better, possibly
because targets were more plentiful.
The strain on the marshes from the
boom-boom-boom brigades could be
monstrous but the biologist are more
concerned wih the gastronomic effect
VoL. 16, No. 4-FALL, 1969

on the diving ducks that have been
known to absorb the chilled shot in
feeding.
The improved waterfowl season
was reflected in the 2.93 average kill
per hunter compared with the previous year's average of 2.78.
Project leader C. D. Stutzenbaker,
totaling the combined take for the
20 half-day hunts, said gadwall led
the harvest list of 25 percent. Greenwinged teal was next at 15 percent.
Then came the shovelers or spoonbill
at 12 percent, the mallard and mottled
duck each at 11 percent and the pintail at 10 percent.
The heavy cover on the area that
helped conceal hunters also worked to
their disadvantage in trying to retrieve downed birds.
The area is maintained as a test
plot for studies of nesting and migrating waterfowl and to reflect effects of
gun pressure on the native and wintering populations.
Nine other wildlife areas are managed by the Department. Last fall six
of these yielded 931 deer to 2,303
participating hunters.

Record Warmouth
Caught In Pond
At Charleston
A new state, and possibly world,
recm-d warmouth was caught in a
private pond in Charleston County
April 4 by Richard D. Hamilton II.
The fish weighed one pound, four
ounces, supplanting a one pound,
two ounce warmouth caught early
this spring by Bob Joyner in the
Cooper River.
Joyner's fish has been recognized
by Field and Stream magazine, the
official keeper of the records, as a
world record. Since Hamilton's fish
was caught in a private pond it may
not be accepted, Field and Stream
recognizing only fish caught in public waters. As far as the Department
records are concerned, there is no
distinction between private and public waters.
---SCWRr:----

Weasels are the quickest mammals,
their movements being almost too fast
to follow, but they are curious and
are easily trapped.
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Buzzards like these are becoming scarcer over most of their range.

( Photo by Leonard Lee Rue 111.)

Buzzard Population Is Down

.

I am definitely not an authority on turkey buzzard, and the black vulture,
buzzards and, in fact, have been close called either buzzard or carrion crow.
( When I was a boy we used to tease
to one only once.
This occurred many years ago when our friends from Charleston by referrI was out with my 22 rifle and, un- ing to the birds as Charleston peathinkingly, shot a buzzard, which cocks.) Since the two species are so
came flapping down from the tree. I similar in appearance and habits we'll
rushed triumphantly up to seize my refer to them as buzzards generally,
trophy and the buzzard reacted in except when describing differences.
The turkey vulture is slightly larger,
its normal way-regurgitating its last
several meals of carrion. I returned has the end of the tail rounded, head
home reeking and the following con- and neck bare and red, and has blackish-brown plumage. The black vulture
versation ensued:
My mother, sniffing: "What in the is smaller, has a square tail and
shorter wings, a black head and shiny
word happened?"
black
plumage.
Me: '"I shot a buzzard."
They are usually easy to tell apart
My mother: "What happened
while Hying, the turkey vulture with
then?"
its longer wings being the epitome
Me: "It threw up on me."
of grace, soaring with its wings set
My mother: "What did you do?"
in a V-shaped angle and taking adMe: "I threw up back at it."
This habit of regurgitating is com- vantage of every current of air. The
mon with buzzards, so with no more black vulture with its shorter wings
discussion of it we'll take up a more and tail is not as adept a soarer and
general description and their more flaps its wings regularly. Both are
awkward on the ground and need
attractive habits.
Actually, there are two kinds of several hops to become air-borne.
Although both are found over the
"'buzzards" in South Carolina-the
turkey vulture, commonly called the entire state, the black vulture is much
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more common near the coast. The
numbers of both have declined greatly
in recent years, along with the decline
in farm animals and a discontinuation
of the old policy of hauling off dead
stock to be taken care of by the
feathered disposal unit.
Both species nest close to or even
on the ground, a favorite spot being
in an old hollow log or the stump of
an old dead tree. In the mountains
they nest on rocky ledges. The nests
are invariably in secluded areas and
hard to find.
The question of whether buzzards
depend upon eyesight or smell to
locate food has never been settled
definitely, but it is generally believed
that they use both. There is no doubt
that they have exceptional eyesight.
The turkey vulture feeds almost entirely on carrion while the black vulture also takes eggs and young birds
from the nests of shore birds, and occasionally small pigs and chickens.
They have weak bills and talons, not
nearly as effective as those of their
cousins, the hawks.
Although it is generally believed
they will eat anything, an observer on
the West Coast discovered that this
is not true. He saw two of them devouring the body of a dead skunk and
noticed that they did not eat the
scent gland. E. F .
---SCWRv----

A GUIDE TO WOOD DUCK PRODUCTION HABITAT REQUIREMENTS,
compiled by Frank B. McGilvrey, published by Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, Washington, D. C. Thirtytwo pages with line drawings. For sale
by the Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C. 20402, price 30
cents.
This guide is intended for those who
want to recognize, evaluate, preserve, acquire or improve wood duck production.
It takes in breeding and brood rearing,
habitat requirements, limiting factors, nest
boxes, favored conditions. If you have
control over any water that might produce
some wood ducks, I would certainly recommend this book.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

Congressman Suggests
Job For Army Engineers
Wisconsin Congressman Henry S.
Reuss has announced he will introduce a bill in Congress that would
sic the virtually omnipotent, streamnivorous Army Corps of Engineers
onto the Nation's water pollution
problems.
In an eloquently perceptive statement released in the Nation's Capitol
on April 9, Ruess said, "Instead of
putting all its resources and skilled
manpower into increasingly marginal
navigation, flood control, and power
projects, let us turn the Corps loose
on building the sewerage systems and
waste disposal plants which the Nation so desperately needs if we are
ever to enjoy clean water again."
He scored inadequacy of the present Federal water pollution control
program. "Even if it were adequately
funded," he said, "it gives localities
only small fractions ( usually 30 percent) of the necessary money needed
for water purification works, leaving
to the locality the impossible task of
soaking the homeowner through the
local real estate tax for the lion's
share of the cost."
"Furthermore," Reuss added, "the
p r o g r a m is grossly underfunded.
Though Congress has authorized $1
billion for fiscal 1970 for anti-water
pollution grants, the actual budget
request is a miserable $214 million."
He charged that the "historic mission" of the Corps of Engineersbuilding dams and the bigger the
better-is now largely o b s o 1e t e.
"Nearly all the feasible dam sites on
major rivers have already been used;
flood plain zoning is increasingly a
cheaper method of flood control; more
irrigated land merely results in more
agricultural surpluses; more dredged
river-channels for navigation further
demoralize our railroad industry.
Worse, the Corps of Engineers' passion for construction threatens to deVoL: 16, No. 4-FALL, 1969

CATFISH
(Continued from Page 4)

other things such as farmer's crops
and styrofoam floats on houseboats.
In South America several predators
hold
nutria in check. In the U. S. the
stray the ecological balance of some
nutria
will give a pack of hounds a
of our most beautiful rivers and
good
tussle,
and other than hounds,
estuaries."
Reuss' bill would authorize the men, and, occasionally alligators and
Corps, with 100 percent Federal fi- wolves, nothing bothers them except
nancing, to solve the tremendous motherhood every few months.
The importers of the English sparproblem of combination storm-sanitary sewers which discharge raw row and nutria could have learned a
wastes into rivers and harbors every lesson from the Australians who have
time it rains. The Corps would also a rabbit problem. Rabbits are not
be responsible for researching and native to Australia, and a few· British
developing new methods of sewage sportsmen making a new life in
disposal which have shown virtually Australia remembered with nostalgia
no technological improvement in the the fine times they had hunting them.
last half century.
So they decided to bring a little bit of ..
"The bill will give the Corps of the old life to the new life.
Engineers an alternative to big dams,"
Now some areas in Australia have
Reuss said. "Let the fight on water
literally rabbits on top of rabbits. The
pollution become for the Corps the
Australian government tried to solve
moral equivalent of war. Instead of
the problem some years ago by introfighting man and nature, let the Army
fight the enemies of man and nature- ducing a rabbit disease. They were
sewage sludge, coliform bacteria, fer- partially successful, but the rabbits
tilizers and pesticides, industrial poi- which survived developed an imsons, all manner of water-borne muck munity to the disease, and they are
coming back stronger than ever.
and slime."
There are numerous grisly examples
He described the present Corps of
Engineers' water purification program where pests have been introduced
as "one step forward, two steps back": which were out of kilter with their
"l. Building an upstream dam to new environment. Rats came aboard
store seasonal high water, and re- sailing ships to radically alter Pacific
leasing it later to augment low How, island paradises. Mongooses were inis dilution of pollution, not solution. troduced in Hawaii to take care of
In the Kinzua Dam in Pennsylvania, the rats, with disastrous results.
With such things as pollution, pestithe Corps' program has created a mud
flat in what was a beautiful mountain cides, overindustrialization, and the
area, in order to achieve a scarcely multitude of other threats to our ennoticeable reduction of stench in vironment, it doesn't make much
waters a hundred miles downstream. sense to add more threats.
But, it seems, we are adding them
"2. The Corps dredges scores of
harbors around the Great Lakes. The anyway.
dredged material is full of human
(Texa,s Wildlife.)
and industrial wastes, but the Corps
takes the spoil out into the open water
of the Lakes and dumps it there, thus its resources to the job it ought to be
spreading the pollution.
doing-an all-out attack on water
"3. Let the Corps cease its big dam pollution." From Conservation News
fetish, and instead turn it talents and of National Wildlife Federation.
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Federal Seasons On Birds Announced
South Carolina Statewide- 1969-1970
(All Dates Inclusive)

August 1969

" THE DAILY BAG LIMIT ON DUCKS OTHER THAN
MERGANSERS SHALL NOT INCLUDE MORE THAN: (a) 2
Wood Ducks; (b) 1 Canvasback or 1 Redhead; and (c) 1 Black
Duck.

DOVES: Mourning or Turtle (Split Season)
Shooting Hours: 12:00 Noon until Sunset
Open Sept. 13

Close Oct. 4

Open Nov. 17

Close Nov. 29

Open D ec. 12

Close Jan. 15

# 1 A bonus daily bag limit of 2 and possession limit of 4 5caup
is permitted in addition to the basic limits on ducks ONLY in
areas on the seaward side of U. S. Highway # 17 from Charleston
to North Carolina State line and on the seaward side of the Seaboard Railroad bed (tracks now removed) from Charles ton to the
G~orgia line.

MARSH HENS (Rails, Clapper Rails, Sora and Gallinules)
Open Oct. 7

Close D ec. 15

"" THE POSSESSION LIMIT ON DUCKS OTHER THAN
MERGANSERS SHALL NOT INCLUDE MORE THAN: (a) 4
Wood Ducks; (b) 1 Canvasback or 1 Redhead; and (c) 2 Black
Ducks.

DUCKS, COOTS AND MERGANSERS
Open Nov. 29

Close Jan. 14

""" THE LIMIT ON MERGANSERS IS. 5 daily and 10 in possession, of which only 1 daily and 2 in possession may be hooded
mergansers.

GEESE AND BRANT
Open Nov. 29

Close Jan . 14

DAILY SHOOTING HOURS: D oves-12:00 Noon until Sunset.
Ducks, Coots, Geese, Brant, Marsh Hens, Woodcock & Snipe½ hour before Sunrise to Sunset, including opening day.

Close Jan. 31

Use of live decoys, aid or use of cattle, horses, mules, sink boxes,
batteries, power boat, sailboat, or automobile, and baiting of all
migatory birds PROHIBITED. It is illegal to shoot over any grain
or feed scattered or placed for the attraction of migratory game.
Shooting is permitted over grains that are scattered solely as a
result of NORMAL agricultural harvesting or planting.

WOODCOCK
Open Nov. 28

WILSON'S SNIPE OR JACKSNIPE

•

Open Dec. 13

DAILY BAG LIMIT
18 Doves

16

Possession Limit
36

.... .

" 4 Ducks (See

"""

The shooting of migratory game birds is allowed from a boat or
other craft having a motor attached IF such craft is fastened within
or tied immediately alongside of any type of stationary hunting
blind.

Close Jan. 31

# 1 below)

GUNS: Three (3) shell limit to all repeating guns. No gun larger
than 10-guage may be used.

....•• 8

6 Brant ..

6

STAMPS: Federal Stamp required for every migratory waterfowl
hunter over 16 years of age. No stamp required for doves or
marsh hens. Stamps on sale at the Post Office.

1 Geese

2

NO OPEN SEASON ON SNOW GEESE OR SWAN.

5 Mergansers (American, Redbreasted & Hooded)

..

10

15 Rails (Marsh hens, gallinules, clapper rails)

30

10 Coots .. .

20

5 Woodcock

10

8 Snipe

16

The above information obtained from U. S. Fish & Wildlife
Service, Washington, D. C. Copies of the Federal Regulations
for all states may be obtained from U. S. Dept. of Interior, Fish
& Wildlife Service, Bureau of Sport Fisheries & Wildlife, Washington, D . C.
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Geese on one of the federal refuges in South Carolina take to the air. The smart birds know where they
are safe and very few of them are killed as they fly on and off the refuges to feed.

S. C. S~TE UBT:.·,:-t ·

A covey of quail scatter around feeding

{Painting by Gilbert Maggioni .)

